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September  started  with  John  Ewart  demonstrating  at  our  first  mid  week  (Thursday) 
demonstration, well attended and enjoyed by 16 Shed members. John discussed a wide 
range of  woodturning techniques and a sprinkling of historic  memories as well  as the 
demonstrated items. A great event which was videoed and possibly soon available to view 
(see also some photos at the end of this newsletter) thanks John.

Our  regular  Saturday  meeting  commenced  with  a  welcome  then  apologies  and 
housekeeping. Good to have Phil from the Shed as our guest.
Next  month  is  our  AGM and as  well  The Spring  Raffle,  a  picture  framing course will 
commence in the Shed and run for a number of Thursdays, some discussion on the dust 
collector and the Nova 3000 motor repair/replacement.  Honey dippers are again in the 
news and it seems that we may sell up to 100 at the Fair on 31st October and continue to 
sell dippers to the (now) honey man all-be-it at $1 each initially. A worth while camphor 
laurel wood collection took place the week after the meeting 
and  some  large  jacaranda  pieces  were  provided  by  a  Shed 
member later in the month.

Brian ran Information Exchange showing 'internet', mitre boxes, 
a fine drill set 0.3 to 1.6 mm dia range (20 pieces plus driver), 
three grinding pads to fit angle grinders, an abrasive pad set 
240 to 2,000 grit (9 grits) and lastly 90 Velcro stick-on sanding 
discs in a pack for $13.68 (15c each). These items/sets are very 
competitively priced at less that $10 each.

Show & Tell was well supported and run by Greg so no text but only some shots of the 
range are presented in the Newsletter.



After lunch the demonstrations were presented by John Markham, Tim Sinclair and Greg 
Croker all on the subject of tool handles.

John spoke on  turning  chisel  handles,  the  long  wooden  handles  made  for  the  detail 
gouges already in use in the Shed and a half scale handle prepared earlier to suit another 
gouge.  Discussion  was  about  usage,  grip,  sanding  or  other  finish  and  balance/wood 
weight. Generally the tangs were fixed with epoxy with a small hole drilled in the handle to 
allow any surplus epoxy to escape rather than posing a compression problem.
After a lot of discussion, 240 grit and little or no shiny or gloss finishing was agreed to 
give the most practical and best grip.

Next presented was a large array of metal  and/or composition handles with collets to 
accept various diameter gouges, or gouge sets with the one handle all that is needed. 
Generally  the  metal  handles  are  covered  with  plastic  sheathing  and  some  can  be 
'balanced' by adding or reducing the weight of lead shot in the handle cavity.
Certainly these newer handles and chisel 'systems' are innovative, heavily advertised and 
the 'in thing' for replacement chisels. Most of these handles are quite expensive.

The  second  type  of  handle  under  discussion  and  demonstration  (by  Tim)  was  for 
carpenters' chisels. Tim spoke on the background of handle design recommending Brush 

Box or Spotty Gum as best for heavy duty handles and that for heavy work chisels should 
be fitted with a feral at the top of the handle.
For  his  demonstration  Tim  had  chosen  and  unknown hardwood  (eucalyptus  species); 
traditionally the blank timber is prepared by splitting to ensure the grain is parallel to the 
handle and therefore stronger.   



Turn the blank between centres firstly to fit the taper to match the inner cone of the chisel 
in question checking the angle and the length repeatedly until a good fit is obtained. (If 
the handle is a replacement ensure that the internal cone is clean and free of any foreign 

matter). The spigot length should be short of the length of the internal cone dimension. To 
precisely match the cone angle Tim had found that a course file worked well and provided 
a straight edge to match the cone. Use the burnishing technique to assist and ensure this 
close fit, then sand lightly if necessary. 
Reverse the turning and secure this turned cone into a prepared jam block of waste wood 
then commence turning the body of the handle (see photos) to the desired shape, length 
and diameter. 
At the tail stock end reduce the diameter slightly for the top feral or ring to be very tightly 

fitted  allowing  about  3  or  4  mm  of  wood  to 
protrude past the jammed feral, then round over 
the  handle  end  with  a  skew  to  part  off  and 
complete the turning.
Now lightly  sand the  handle  body and glue the 
chisel to the matching handle cone with epoxy or 
your  preferred  adhesive,  allow  to  set  and 
commence its use.

The third handle type was demonstrated by Greg and was of a more ornamental type 
being for a bradawl and a knockout bar based on  'Old English” designs. For these handles 
strength and weight are not considerations and the wood was chosen to show its grain 
and and some sapwood in order to look appealing. 

For  the knockout  bar  about  85 mm white  cypress  branch wood was selected for  the 
handle and roughed down to 30 mm diameter and 60mm long. Holding in a chuck, the tail 
stock  end  the  diameter  was  reduced  to 
accept  a  25  mm  ID   by  19  mm  feral 
ensuring a 1 mm feral overlap of the wood 
to later fill with epoxy; include a couple of 
circular  indents  in  this  wood to  be  under 
the feral  to 'hold'  the adhesive,  and sand 
lightly.  A  larger  diameter  feral  was 
chosen/necessary  so  that  it  would  not 
disappear  down  the  taper  and  possibly 
catch a finger as well. 
Once the feral area is completed the handle body is turned. This handle will occasionally 



be mistreated so a simple and sturdy design is possibly the best. A barrel shaped body 
was selected about 40 to 45 x 32 mm maximum diameter tapered to say 29mm diameter 
at each end.  While the grain patterns gave some visual appeal it was decided that the 
result remained too bland so a set of three rings was added 5 mm from each end to liven 
the result. Next, measure the diameter of the metal bar (10 mm in this case) and drill an 
11 mm hole up the centre of the handle for approximately 45 mm. Turn off the top end of 
the handle, using a skew in one movement, to present the end grain at its best.
Clean the metal and rough the end to be glued into the handle fixing with 5 minute epoxy. 
Once  the  epoxy  is  set  wrap  tape  around  the  bar  1  mm from  the  wood's  end  and 
commence gluing the feral to the turning filling the 1 mm 'well' with epoxy up to the tape 
and allow the epoxy to almost set solid while standing vertically. Remove the tape which 
should give a nice clean adhesive free rod and a filled well to hide any rough wood finish.

The bradawl was commenced in the same manner and from the same timber as above but 
the handle was planned to be considerably more traditional, (see the photos). Turn down 
the blank to say 40 mm diameter by 100 mm; at the tail stock end turn to fit the feral, 
again leaving a 1mm underlap and the rings for adhesive adhesion.
Measure  out  and  mark  the  dimensions  and  diameters  for  the  beads  and  other 
embellishments as per the selected design. Turn from the tailstock end to give a large 

cove, two fillets  and their contained bead (32 mm 
dia.) before developing an ogee leading from 22 mm 
diameter  to  the  handle's  maximum diameter  of  37 
mm.   Remember  to  turn  down  hill.  From  this 
maximum diameter turn to reduce the diameter to 25 
mm to give a pleasing curve over about 10 mm using 
a  skew  and  endeavouring  to  maintaining  a 
perpendicular and straight edge on the other side of 
the cut (a thin parting gouge could be used here to 
advantage).
Turn the hole in the handle along its centre to suit the 
metal shaft as for the knockout bar. 
It remains now to turn the rounded top which is also 
37  mm  in  diameter  again  using  a  skew  in  one 

movement to part off the handle.
Glue the shaft and the feral as for the knockout bar and the hard part is all done.

Note that so far very little sanding and no finishing has been mentioned. How do we want 
to finish these handles? As these are both working tools the handles should not be too 
slippery with a smooth or gloss finish. Each handle is placed in a pin chuck jaws, carefully 
centred, and lightly sanded with 250 grit, just to disguise turning faults, then rubbed and 
turned  with  Danish 
Oil, twice on the first 
day  and  once  a  day 
for the next two days. 
After  fully  drying the 
the  handle  is 
polished,  with  any 
traditional  wax 
available,  and  is 
ready to use.



Note that the white cypress wood is quite absorbent even after 4 coats of oil so additional 
waxing by hand would definitely be an advantage and show off the beauty of the grained 
wood.

So....... I think that's about as much as we all can 'handle' other than to include a number 
of photographs from the fine demonstration day with John Ewart in our Shed earlier in 
September. A great day, again thanks John.


